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One of our favourite featured bikers over the last
year has been Jess ‘Chief’ Brynjulson from the US
who has both submitted written works to us,
which we have gladly published…and has also
supported us and generally digs what our intent is
with this magazine.
Whenever we find truly talented bikers in our
community, then we do all we can to light the fire
of interest and sing their song to anyone who’ll
listen. It’s what we do and it weaves its way in the
fabric of every publication.
Being fully immersed in biker life and culture, he
writes passionately about biker lives and lifestyles
and offers opinion and commentary on both
historical and contemporary biking issues. Each
time he does, you can’t help but stop, read and
digest.
It makes you question, it makes you ponder and it
makes you hail the lifestyle. Although we are
geographically separated by an ocean, territories
and cultures…we have in Jess a kindred spirit.
We’re grateful and so pleased to feature some
latest pieces by Jess. A great writer with informed
opinions and an ever growing audience especially
since he released his first book; ‘Highway
Writings’ last year.
We are forever searching for talented bikers but
more than that we give bikers from around the
world the opportunity to be published and gain
some exposure…regardless if they’re already
successful or just starting out.
We do that so that we can show the wider world
what superb creativity is lies within the biking
community…but it comes as an added bonus
when people instantly understand and dig what
we’re doing…as does Chief…and We Salute You.
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Just a little bit...
Flip a switch,
Kick that bitch,
Push it for all I care,
But however,
Fire that beast up,
Shake the ground beneath your feet,
Let the world hear you,
Get out there and be a part of,
Seize what so many dream of,
Live that freedom,
Caress it,
Bathe in it,
Breathe it in like your life depends on it,
For most of us it does,
There's no other way,
No backup plan,
It's our life,
So twist that wrist,
Push it to the edge,
Or take it nice and easy,
Solo or with the clan,
Ride your ride,
See what the road has to offer,
Don't worry about fittin in,
Crack that whip ,
Open that beast up,
Break all their rules,
Live it to your fullest,
Be different,
Throw caution to the wind,
Breakout every chance you get,
Don't feel it be part of it,
Eclipse into a new day,
Touch every horizon,
Be grateful for every new mile,
Even those filled with potholes,
Because no matter how bad it's been,
You're still here you're still breathin,
So you've got no excuse,
No reasons,
No justifications,
For not taking the chance,
At a little bit of freedom.....
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Their legacy lives on...
There's a wall I use to stare at every single day,
Filled with pictures of brothers all wrapped in
frames,
Some were my elders that had come and gone,
They were the ones who paved the way for us
all,
Endured the same bullshit as we just a
different degree...
Others that graced that wall were close to me,
We rode together, raised hell together and
helped each other,
We built a brotherhood that couldn't be
broken,
Through blood, sweat and tears we became
stronger,
Everyone of them has a special place in my
heart...
I could sit in front of that wall for hours it
seemed,
Flashing through the memories of every one,
The pain the laughter the struggles we've
shared,
Still amazes me how they've all became
family,
Even more so is how a tear can fall upon a
smile...
Sitting there paying respect to those I truly
miss,
Realized time has taught me a thing or two,
Like appreciation and gratitude for the
opportunity,
They didn't have to take the chance on some
punk kid,
Yet they did and I'm forever indebted to those
brothers...
Had mean old bastard sit beside one day,
Shook his head and lit a smoke and said,
It's a legacy chief, one that few really
understand,
It's something that truly only a few can
handle,
You get it and we all know you'll do us and
them proud...

Been years now since that old shack burnt
down,
Lost everything yet there's one thing I miss the
most,
That dirty old wall with all those mismatched
frames,
The crooked smiles and deep in thought looks,
The brothers that gave their life doing what we
love...
Every now and then that mean old bastard
calls,
We reminisce about the past and the ones
we've lost,
The good the bad and of course what a punk I
was,
We laugh and pause when the loss is a bit
much,
Yet always he tells me that they'd be proud of
who I've become...
Some walls can be tore down and burnt to the
ground but in my heart that wall is still
standing strong...
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Fuck Snow
Here I sit lost in this window adoring the beautiful snow,
I ponder such things as should I build a snowman first,
Maybe strap on some ski's and hit the bunny hill,
Or maybe I'll build a palace instead of some old igloo,
I could always sit on a frozen lake and do some fishin,
Oh but with a snowmobile I could fly across this lake,
I just might keep it simple and go make snow angels.........
Ya fuck all that I'm sittin here wishin I was down south,
Ridin some old highway like a bat outta hell,
Jammin gears and givin cagers the one finger salute,
Better yet I'd rather be side by side with some brothers,
Takin that slow ride with nowhere in mind,
What I wouldn't give to be sittin along some old dusty road,
Hell I'd take a breakdown just as long as there wasn't snow…….
So I sit here staring out at this thing called winter,
Dreaming about the warm feeling of 70° temperatures,
Trying to catch a glimpse of a warm weather memory,
Hatin the chill I get just from looking outside,
Thinkin maybe if I just fire my steed I'll feel better,
But who am I kidding I know that only last awhile,
So I'll just sit here and throw this snow the finger!

